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ABSTRACT
The United States Training and Empaoyment Service

General Aptitude Test Battery (GATE), first published in 1947, has
been included in a continuing program of research to validate the
teSts against success in many different occupations. The GATB
consists of 12 tests which measure nine aptitudes: General Learning
Ability; Verbal Aptitude; Numerical Aptitude; Spatial Aptitude; Form
Perception; Clerical Perception; Motor Coordinatioh; Finger
Dexterity; and Manual Dexterity. The aptitude scores are standard
scores with 100 as the average for the general working population,
and a standard deviation of 20. Occupational norms are established in
terms of rinimum qualifying scores for each of the significant
aptitude measures which, when combined, predict job performanCe.
Cutting scores are set only for those aptitudes which aid in
predicting the performance of the job duties of the experimental
sample. The GATB norms described are appropriate only for jobs with
content similar to that shown in the job description presented in

this report. A description of the validation sample is also included.
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Summary

The General Aptitude :ost Battery, B-1002A, was administered to a sample of
52 mon employed as Units Mechanic 5-00.020 at the Sylvania Electric Products,
Montoursville, Pennsylvania. The criterion consisted of rank order supervi-
sory ratings. On the basis of the statistical and qualitative analysis of
the data,_ Aptitudes G-Intelligence, K-Motor 'Coordination, and M-Manual
Dexterity wore selooted for inclusion in the test norms.'

GATB Norms for ",

Table I shows, for B-1001 .and B-1002, the minimum a000ptable scoro for oach
aptitude included in the test norms for

TABLE I

Minimum Acceptable Scores on B-1001 and B-1002 for

B-l001 --- B-1002
---,

Aptitude Tests Minimum Aoceptable
Aptitude Score

Aptitude .Tests Minimum Aoceptable
Aptitude Score

G ,.. CB-1-H 86 G Part 3 80
CB-1-I Part 4
CB-1-J Part 6

CB-1-G 75 Part 8 80
CB-1-K

M CB-1-M 96 M Part 9 90
CB-1-N Part 10

Effeotiveness of Norms.

The data in Table IV indic.a-ee that 9 of the 17 poor workers, or-53 percent
of them, did not achieve the minimum scores established as cutting scores on
the recommended test norms. This shows that 53 percent of the poor workers
Imuld not hoare been hired if the recommended test norms had been Used in the
selection process. Moreover, 33 of the 41 workers who made qualifying test
scores, or 80 percent, were good workers.
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TECHNICAL REPORT

I. Problem

This study was conduoted to determine the best combination of aptitudes and
minimum scorei to be used as norms on tho General-Aptitudo Tost Battery for
-tho oocupation of

II. -22202

Tho General Aptitude Test Battery, B-1002A, was administered during the
period October 3-10, 1957 to 55 men employed as by the
Sylvania Electric Produots, Montoursville, Pennsylvania. Of the 55 work-
ers tested, throe were eliminated from the sample; two beoause of age and
one was not employed as a Units Meohanic.° Thu4, the final sample consisted
of 52 men.

Wbrkers are not hired frmm outside the company for this job except in rare
instances. On-the-job training is given by the supervisor. The minimum
training time for inexperienced workers is estimated to be 36 months, and
6 months for workers with some-experience. No special training records are
kept on trainees.

Men are upgraded from lower level mechanical jobs to Units Mechanic.
Qualified wbrkers may be promoted to supervisor. Workers must pass a
physical examination, and the company desires werkers with a high sohool
oduoation or its equivalent. The company oonducts an exit interview when-
ever an employee terminates his employment.'

Table II shows the means, standard deviations, ranges, and Pearson product-
moment correlations with the criterion for age, education and experience.

TABLE II

Meane (M), Standard Deviations (6), Ranges, and Pearson Produot-Moment
Correlations with the Criterion (0 for Age, Education and

Experienoe

r

Riume

Age (years ) 37.3 7.2 2554 -.404**.
Education years) 10.7' 71.7 7-12 , .320*
Experience (months) 63.2, 31:8 11-162 '.107

** Significant at the .01 level
* Significant at,the .05 level
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Tho negative correlation betweon ac.o and the criterion and the positivo
correlation. between education and the criterion may indicato a bias on
the part of tho supervisors in favor of the younger workers v.ho probably
have more education, er it may indloate that the younger workers with more
education tond to be more proficient on tho job. No significant correla-
tion exists between experience and the criterion. Tho data in Tablo II
indicate that this sample is suitable for test development purposes with
respect to ago, education, and experienoo.

III. 2:93_122.222:IELL.(22

Job Titles I. / I-

a

Job Summary: Sets up and maintains in operation, automatic lamp-making machines
such as stem machines, exhaust machines, sealex machines, basing machines and
transfer units. Starts machine by pressing buttons to start drive motors and
observes operation of machines. Reads and analyzes production and statistical
reports for evidenoe of shrinkage. Makes necessary adjustments and/Or repairs.
Computes production loss fram shut down versus scrap loss from machine defects
and determines need for additional repairs. Stops machine by pressing buttons
to stop drive motors and closes valves to extinguish gas flames.

Work Performeds Sets up automatics lamp machines: Attaches required Size arms,
sockets or levers for size lamp to be made, following oral instructions, blue-
prints, and a memory of required sequence of aotions and flaw of heat: Attaches
or adjusts head (a bulb holder which oarries one lamp at a time past the flame
or other part of the-machine) parts with wrenches. Checks locations of parts of
heads with plug or feeler gauges, and presses jog switoh to make sure of free
movement, taking care to keep hands and tools in clear. Attaches Micro and
wafer switches with hand tools along path of workpieees so missing pieces or
jammed feeds will be automatically indioated by bell. Fills flux oups and solder
and wire spools and threads solder and wire through guides manually.

Starts maohiness Presses buttons to start drive motors. Turns 4ralve hand-
wheels to suPply gas, air, and oxygen. Lights gas flames_with tapers and adjusts
valves to get correct flame color and size or to get correct solder flux color as
'indication of heat. Compensates for different distanoes,between heat applica-
tions for A and B series of heads where necessary by adjusting valves so approxi-
mately equal temperatures are reached at point of solder applioation.

Observes operation of machines: Listens to maohines to deteot maladjustment or
breakage. Smells and feels solenoids of solenoid valves to detect ones which
stick. Looks for oraoks in lamps, for lamps ridine'erooked in heads or for
bases which do not rise high enough. Listens for bell indicating jam of bases
in oonveyor from syntron (part feeding machine). Watches for accumulation of
soral6 which might get in gears or otherwise interrupt produotion or be a safety
hazard. Measures lacquer line of bulbs with gauge to determine whether internal
laower is too far dawn. Matohes gas flames for ohanges (mused by fluctuations
in supply pressure and turns handitheels to restore flames to proper dimension
and color. '



Roads and analyzes produotion and statistical roports accurately for evidonce
of shrinkage. Fram those roporta dotormines possiblo location and type of
malfunctiOn to be rectified. Viakoa necessary adjustmonta and/Or ropairn.

Computes production loss from shutdown versus sorap lose from machine dofocts:
Adds time for---fdift, time for rostart, and estimated timo for part loss ro-
placemont and multiplies num by production per minute to compute nroduction
loss from shutdown. Eatimatos number of scrap lamps to be produced bofore
same other shutdown reason will provide an opportunity for repair or replace-
mont. Decides from available evidence and past experience whether to atop
machine.

Stops machine: presaes\buttons to stop drive motors and oloses valves to
extinguish gas flames. tl

IV. .2EE2EIT.ITEILIIE?..LTLY

All the tests of the GATB, B-1002A, were administered to the sample group.

V. Criterion

The criterion consisted of rank order ratings made by the first line
supervisor. The supervisor rated all of the workers, in rank order, Septem-
ber 20, 1957 and rerated them, in rank order, November 4, 1957. The rank
order ratings were converted to linear scores and a Pearson product-mament
correlation coefficient was oomputed between the two sets of ratings. The
obtained correlation coefficient was .85. The linear scores for the tmn
sots of ratings were averaged. The final oriterion oonsisted of the
averaged linear scores.

VI. Statistical and Qualitative Analysis

A. Statistical Analysis:

Table III shows the means, standard deviations, and Pearson product-
moment oorrelations with th6 criterion for the aptitudes of the GATB.
The means and standard deviations of the aptitudes are comparable to
general working population norms with a mean of 100 and a standard
deviation ef 20.
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TABLE III

Moans (M), Standard Deviations (a), and Pearson Product-Momont Correlations
with the Criterion (r) for the Aptitudes of the GATB

/ r A:. e!

N = 52

Aptitudos Li a
_

r

,

G-Intolligonco 100.1 12.8 .124

V-Verbal Aptitude 96.8 12.6 -.054

, N-Numerical AptiUnde 98.6 15.5 .228

S-Spatial Aptitude 97.2 15.6 1-.023

P-Form Pereoption 94.6 13.7 .232

Q-Clorioal Perception 95.8 12.8 .445**

K-Motor Coordination 96.5 , 13;4 388**
,F-Finger Dexterity 102.4 14.9 .177

MAAanual Dexterity 111.2 20.2 .050

** Significant at the .01 level

The highest mean scores in.descending order of magnitude were obtained
for Aptitudes 14,F, and G. All the aptitudes, except Aptitude M, have

standard deviations of less.than 20. For a sample of 52 oases, corre-

lations of .354 and .273 are significant at the .01 level and the .05

level of confidenoe,respeotively. Aptitudes Q and K correlate signifi-
cantly-with the criterion at the .01 level.

B. Qualitative Analysis,:

The statistioal results were interpreted in the light of the job analysis

data. The job analysis indioated that the following aptitudes measured

by the GATB appear to be important for this occupation.

.

Intelligence (G) - required to set up machines, to make determinations
pmd judgmenis regarding the cause of defective production, to under-

.

stand and interpret reports and instructions, and to understand the

.
operating principles of the machines used.

Spatial Aptitude (S) and Form Perception (P) - neoessary to read
blueprints for madhine set-ups and io inspea lamps during various
stages of operation.

Motor Coordination KL-Fin er Dexterity (F) and Manual Dexterity
necessary or urning, pos on ng a jus ng, an goring.

=d tools and other accessories, for manually threading solder and

wire through guIdes, and for quickly turning valves, hand wheels,
levers, etc., to make necessary adjustments with minimum loss of

time.
,
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C. Selection of Tent Norms:

Based on the quarititative and qualitative eVidence cited'above, Aptitudes

G, K, F, and M warranted furthor consideration for inoluaion in the tont
norms. The evidence for each of those aptitudes is indicated below.

Significant Importance
Relatively Correlation Indicated by

Aptitude, High Mean with Criterion Qualitative Analysis

X

X
X

Although Aptitudes S and P appeared to be important on the basis of the
job analysis data and Aptitude Q. had a significant correlation at tho .01
level with the oriterion, these aptitudes were not considered further, for
inclusion\in the norms because there was no other qualitative or quanti-
tative evidence of-significance.

Various combinations of Aptitudes G, K, F, and 119 with appropriate
outting scoresmere seleoted as trial norms. The relationship between
each set of trial norms and the criterion (dichotomized as indicated in
section VII)was determined.

A oomparison of the results showed that norms consisting of G-80, K-80,
and M-90 for B-1002 and equivalent norms of G-85, T-75 and M-95 for
B-l001 had the best selective effioienoy.

In test development studies an attempt is made to develop a set of norms
sudh that the cutting score for each aptitude included in the norms will
be set at a five-point soore leVel close to one standard deviation below
the aptitude moan of the experimental sample. Adjustments of cutting
scores fram one standard deviation below the mean are made to effect bet-
ter selective efficiency of the norms. In this study the aptitude outting
scores are each within 5 points of one standard deviation below the apti-
tude mean of the sample.

0-
VII. Concurrent Validity of Norms

For the purpose of computing the tetraohoric Correlation coefficient between
the test norms and the criterion and applying the,Chi Square test, the crite-
rion was dichotomized by setting a criterion critical score of 41. This re-
sulted in 174of the workers, or 33 percent of the sample, being placed in the
low criterion group.'

Table IV shows the relationship between test norms consisting of Aptitudes G,
K, and M with critical scores of 80, 80, and 90, respectively, and the dichoto-
mized oriterion for rj:rsrlrhR Workers in the high criterion
group have been designated as "good workers" and those in the law criterion
group as "poor workers."
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'TABLE.IV

Relationship botwoon Toot Norms ConsistinG ofl Aptitudes G, X, and M
with Critical Scoros of 80, 80, and 90, Respectively, end

the Criterion for

.N=52

Non-Qualifying
Test Scores

Qualifying
Test Scores Total

Good Werkers 2 33 35
Poor Workers 9 8 17

Total 11 41 52

rtet :183

cr
rtet .2p

X2 = 12.601

P/2 44 .0005

The data in the above table indicate a signifioant relationship between the
test norms and the criterion for the sample.

Conclusions

on the basis of mean scores, correlations with the criterion, job analysis
data, and their combined selective efficiency, Aptitudes G, X, andMwith
minimUm soores of 80, 80, and 90, respeotivoly, are recommended as B-1002
norms for the occupation of 7. The equivalent B-1001
norms consist of G-85, T-75, and M-95.

-

IX. Determination of Occupational Aptitude Pattern

When the speoific teaknorms for an'occupation inolude three aptituded, only
those occupational aptitude patterns which include the same three aptitudes
with cutting soores that are within 10 points of the outting soores estab-
lished for the specific norms are considered for that occupation. The only
one of the existing 23 occupational aptitude patterns which meets these cri-
teria for this study is OAP-21 which consists of G-80, X-90, and M-80 for
B-1002 and G-85, T-85, and M-80 for B-1001. The selective efficiency of
OAP-21 for this sample was determined by means of the tetrachoric correlation
technique. A tetrachoric correlation of 60 with a standard error of .23 was
obtained, which indicates a significant relationship between OAP-21 and the
oriterion for this experimental eample. The_ proportion of the sample screened
out by OAP-21 was .33, which is within the required range of .10 to .60.
Therefore, it is recommended that OAP-21 be used in oounseling for the occu-
pation of


